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2021 SOCIAL JUSTICE GROUP (SJG)
Activity Report

Holy Spirit Parish acknowledges the Traditional
Owners of the land where we worship and live, the
land of the Ngunnawal people and pay our respects
to their Elders past, present and emerging. We
acknowledge the memories of their ancestors and
celebrate their continuing culture.

Again, truncated by the pandemic and eventually
another tedious nine-week lockdown in August and
September you will be surprised by just how much
ground the SJG covered in 2021 and how much it
achieved.

1. We prepared and published four Social Justice
Newsletters before lockdown, always focused on
the lesson from the Good Samaritan: We will not
walk by. The newsletters are available here:

2.

We explained the two papal encyclicals: Laudato

have contacted a couple of agencies to find out

the foundations of the theology: Integral Ecology,

(and Laudato Si). This was professionally

We prepared and submitted an Eco-Parish
framework to the Parish Pastoral Council who
were very interested and enthusiastically

produced and delivered and has been taken up
by a number of other parishes as a model.
11. Our plans for promotional morning teas and
social justice/sustainability stalls were all stymied
by the lockdown.
12. Two members of the SJG are inaugural or

endorsed it.

founding members of the Archdiocesan Caring

In July we had a lunch meeting with the parish

for Creation Movement as it spreads the word

team to discuss Recycle, Reduce, Reuse. They are
doing what they can to follow the three R’s and it

throughout the diocese.
13. The culmination of our Laudato Si efforts came

was good to meet with them.

with the letter we drafted for Fr Mark reporting to

We achieved the acceptance of the

the Archbishop on our parish activities to

Acknowledgement of Country in official parish
documents and the website. It will be part of the
welcome on big occasions such as Christmas,
Easter and Pentecost Sunday.
We lobbied the ACT Government on the very low
age of criminality in Australia (10 years).
8.

10. Before lockdown we prepared and delivered, a

Articles in the Parish newsletter also covered the

illness and the age of criminality.

7.

Afghanistan.
ground-breaking Reflection on Caring for Creation

indigenous deaths in custody, refugees, mental

6.

ways we can help newly arrived refugees from

a new concept to most of us.

causes and solutions for homelessness,

5.

Refugees in Civic which focused this year on the
Manus asylum seekers. Over the past months we

relationship to one another. Together they form

4.

Several of us attended the Palm Sunday Rally for

holyspiritgungahlin.org.au/category/sjg-newsletter/
Si and Fratelli Tutti and ‘unpacked’ their close

3.

9.

We held a small retreat to gather ourselves in
early May which was warmly welcomed by all who
could attend. Looking after our own spirituality is
important.

promote the encyclical and ‘integral ecology’. The
Archbishop’s response was particularly
encouraging and warm.
14. We prepared several speaking notes for the
priests throughout the year, including on each of
the encyclicals and on Social Justice Sunday and
its theme: Cry of the Earth – Cry of the Poor. This
phrase beautifully summarises our SJG themes.

grounds. This initiative, nurtured by a small team,
uniquely demonstrated the relationship between

the earth and its people. As well – it showed us
her beauty. In a time of lockdown , being able to
visit the garden brought joy to many. The garden
was promoted at Zoom Masses.
16. We supported Mark’s invitation to sign the antipoverty petition and to send letters (drafted by
Mark) to our local and national Ministers.

17. Finally, the SJG is studying the words and
inferences of the Uluru Statement from the Heart
with a view to learning more about the lives and
spirituality of our First Nations sisters and

15. The group applied for and won a grant from

brothers. We walk together into the future.

Floriade to plant a beautiful garden on parish

The group has decided to concentrate in 2022 on the
following priorities:

We are currently preparing a calendar outlining our
plans with members of the group leading each of the

four priorities. To achieve our goals, we will be inviting
you, parishioners of Holy Spirit Parish, to become
involved in the priority areas that particularly interest
you.
On Saturday, 13 November the SJG held a meeting to
plan for 2022. The day started with a shared lunch
and was followed by a lively and interesting
discussion on a range of topics.

A priority for 2022 will be planning for a Laudato Si
Seminar in September. The Seminar will be a joint
venture with the SJG, the Parish team, the Parish
Finance Committee and the Parish Pastoral Council.
You will be hearing a lot more about this and we hope
that the whole Parish will be involved.

We thank Fr Mark, Fr Thonn, the Parish team and the PPC for

their help and support over the past year and we are looking
forward to an active and exciting 2022.
We wish you and your families a happy and holy Christmas,
a peaceful and relaxed holiday, and a wonderful 2022.
From the Social Justice Group – Peter Peterson P2 (Chair), Fiona Wilkinson, Alison Weeks, Sr Kim, Ged Hornby, Laurel Baglee,
Maureen Hilton, Peter Knight P1, Peter Hanlon P3 and Mark Carter and support team members Leanne Johns and Paul Crowley.

Contact the Social Justice Group
Peter Peterson

peterimantpeterson@gmail.com
or go to the Parish website holyspiritgungahlin.org.au/parish-involvement/groups/

